Advertisement of a Vacancy at Saarland University

At the Collaborative Research Center (RCR) SFB 1102, the following position is vacant:

Job Offer: Scientific Assistant
Place of Employment: Saarbrücken, Germany
Date of Employment: December 1st 2018
Volume of Employment: 65%
Duration of Employment: 2 years for Postdoc or 3 years for PhD Student (possibility of renewal until June 2022)

Position Description:
We invite applications for a position in a DFG-founded project on “The Role of Language Experience and Visual Context in Surprisal” that is part of a CRC Information Density and Linguistic Encoding (SFB 1102).
For details on the position, see www.sfb1102.uni-saarland.de and http://www.sfb1102.uni-saarland.de/?page_id=272.
The opportunity to own academic training (PhD or post-doc) will be given.

Conditions for Employment:
Mandatory conditions for employment are:
Master's degree in psychology, psycholinguistics or a related discipline for PhD position; PhD in one of these areas for the Postdoc level employment.

Applicants with the qualifications noted below will be preferred:
Experience with psychological methods (eye-tracking, in particular) as well as knowledge about statistical analysis techniques is expected. Since experiments will be conducted in German and with children, a good working knowledge of German is necessary.

Work contract and salary will accord to the respective collective agreement, i.e. TV-L.
Saarland University aims to increase the number of women in this field. Therefore, women are encouraged to apply for this position.
Physically handicapped persons will be preferred in case equally qualified.

Applicants are requested to submit their application, together with an academic CV, a list of academic publications or MA thesis, copies of academic degree certificates and two potential references. Please refer to reference W1424 in your application. Closing date for applications is September 21st 2018. Applications shall be sent to:

Prof. Jutta Kray (j.kray@mx.uni-saarland.de) and Dr. Maria Staudte (masta@coli.uni-saarland.de), and to sfb1102@uni-saarland.de

Saarbrücken, 05.09.2018